Two desks, bringing creativity home
Combining productivity and peace of mind: this is the main idea behind Bolia’s “The
Work from Home Collection”. Acentric and Graceful are two desks characterised by
the timeless elegance of wood, with expressions joined by the DNA of New Scandinavian Design.
Acentric and Graceful Desk are two new SS21 products added to the curated collection
“The Work from Home Collection” by Bolia. In line with the new habits we have adopted,
the brand has assembled a collection of pieces designed to compose a place of concentration and reflection, a space anchored in beauty and peace of mind, which combine
productivity and tranquillity. Having access to a workspace at home that is aesthetic,
functional and practical is extremely important today. The office is one of the key elements.

Graceful
Graceful already existed as a table.
The Danish designer Michael H. Nielsen’s creativity has now been translated into a desk, still based on the
motto “Less is more”. Details are kept
to a minimum, allowing this piece to
fit into many different decorative atmospheres. The natural beauty of its
FSC™-certified wood expresses itself
freely and conveys a certain ambient serenity. Designed for efficiency,
productivity and creativity, Graceful
is ideal for a home workspace, combined with a comfortable chair chosen from The Work from Home Collection. (FSC®-C165134)
See all certified designs at Bolia.com

Acentric
With its light silhouette
and contrasting legs, the
Acentric desk combines
flexibility and functionality in an aesthetic expression full of personality. Designed by HI.HI.
STUDIO, Acentric is a
blank canvas, a creative
starting point. Functional details complete its
pure look, such as a discreet cable duct, leaving
the way open for ideas
to blossom freely. Just
like Graceful, Acentric is
made of FSCTM certified
wood.

Acentric Desk

Graceful Desk

Price:
€ 1.465

Price:
€ 1.539

Dimensions:
H74 x D73 x W159,5 cm

Dimensions:
H73 x D70 x W130 cm

Material:
Lacquered or white pigmented
lacquered oak

Material:
Black stained, oiled or white pigmented
lacquered oak

Michael H. Nielsen
Michael H. Nielsen successfully completed his studies at Danmarks Designskole before being chosen to
work at the furniture design studio
Sven Ellekærs. Since the 1980s, he has
had his own design studio in which he
has designed hundreds of products.
One of his major preoccupations is to
understand the diversity of people in
order to try to meet their needs.

HI.HI. STUDIO
Behind HI.HI. STUDIO
are two sisters: Elisabeth
and Gesine Hillmann.
Convinced that meaningful design is created
by merging experience
and different industries,
they are greatly inspired
by notions such as user-friendliness, simplicity, and user orientation.
Their goal is to design
products with a sincere
story to tell and an aesthetic appearance. Every
time.

Bolia.com
Bolia.com is a design company with 66 stores in Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Germany, Belgium, the
Netherlands, Switzerland, Austria and France and web shops in 32 European countries. Bolia also collaborates with 600+ dealers in 50+ countries worldwide and has a strategic partnership with US based
Steelcase Ltd. for sales to the global professional market. The Bolia design collective consists of more
than 30 international designers who all share a passion for New Scandinavian Design and sustainable
creations.
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